The stakeholders below have been approached to discuss their relationship with, and vision for the Mountain.

The following stakeholders have defined their vision for the Mountain. More visions will be added from those that respond.

**THE SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT**

**SCOTTISH ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AGENCY**

**AVIEMORE & VICINITY COMMUNITY COUNCIL**

**CAIRNGORM MOUNTAIN STAFF**

**FUNICULAR RESPONSE GROUP**

**ROTHiemURCHUS ESTATE**

**THE HIGHLAND COUNCIL**

**CAIRNGORM MOUNTAIN TRUST**

**CAIRNGORM NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY**

**FORESTRY & LAND SCOTLAND**

**SCOTTISH NATURAL HERITAGE**

**AVIEMORE & GLENMORE COMMUNITY TRUST**

**CAIRNGORM BUSINESS PARTNERSHIP**

**WALK HIGHLANDS**

**SNOWSPORTS SCOTLAND**

**RSPB CAIRNGORM MOUNTAIN (SCOTLAND) LIMITED**

**AVIEMORE & GLENMORE COMMUNITY TRUST**

**CAIRNGORM BUSINESS PARTNERSHIP**

**VISIT SCOTLAND GB SNOWSPORT**

**CAIRNGORM MOUNTAIN (SCOTLAND) LTD**

To become a world class visitor destination, ambitious to succeed.

**SCOTTISH NATURAL HERITAGE**

Cairngorm Mountain is an exemplar of sustainable, low-carbon tourism in an area of world class nature and at the heart of a thriving local community. Lost and damaged habitats have been restored, improving resilience to climate change across the wider area, and visitors enjoy top quality experiences, inspired by the outstanding mountain environment.

**CONSIDERING A FUTURE WITHOUT SNOW**

The effects of climate change are evident worldwide, and recent studies carried out have shown that we may be without sufficient quantity or duration of snow cover to accommodate snow sports in the not too distant future. This prompts us to consider activities that could take their place, and to attract visitors all year round.

**NON-SNOW BASED EVENTS**

- Tubing
- Hiking
- Hang Gliding
- Mountain Biking
- Mountain Coaster
- Zip Line
- Guided Walks
- ATV Safari
- Guided Tours
- ATV Safari
- Guided Walks
- Ranger Talks
- Overnighting
- Non-Snow Based Events